EXPERTS IN VIRTUAL EVENTS

If it goes in a box, the answer is yes!

VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES
In an ever-changing world of technology, these days
everyone is looking for something quirky and different to do
online. We can assist in keeping together your team, clients,
or brokers in an entertaining and engaging way with a no
hassle solution perfectly organised on your behalf.
Our team will organise everything from branded invitations,
a seamless RSVP booking solution to organising the delivery
on your behalf.

LIVE TASTINGS
All our live tastings last between an hour and a half and two
hours, we will help choose the right Connoisseur for your
audience.
We can cater for more intimate groups as well as large groups
of more than a hundred with clever ways to make everyone
feel included.
We like to provide an all inclusive price so all quoted prices
include delivery, VAT, host and box contents.

OUR EXPERIENCES
Online events with host include:
A vast range of wine tastings
Wine with food pairing
Cocktail making
Gin tasting
Whisky tasting
Support boxes without host:
Day delegate boxes
Breakfast boxes
Lunch boxes
Evening boxes

OUR PRODUCTS, OUR SUPPLIERS,
OUR PARTNERS
The team at My Virtual Connoisseur pride themselves on
the quality and authenticity of the products that make it
into our boxes.
We only work with family run vineyards, small batch
distillers and the very best locally sourced food producers
to ensure your guests will be wowed with the contents of
your event.

BESPOKE YOUR EVENT
We can help make your event that bit extra special, whether
it’s branded boxes, engraved cocktail shakers, special
messages, a theme that’s not in the brochure or a different
product - just ask.
“The answer is yes what was the question.?”
Our team are always on hand to help, advise and assist.
With hundreds of online events under our belt to a range of
distinguished clients, we will always have a solution for you.

WINE & FOOD PAIRINGS
WINE TASTINGS
Our team of Sommeliers only choose rare and interesting
wines that will stretch the palette and knowledge of your
guests but will present them in a fun and engaging way.
Whether your audience are complete beginners or are well
versed themselves in the world of wine we guarantee they
will be wowed with the carefully selected wines.
Our tastings are all blind and wines are chosen to be
completely comparable to each other, presented by a
knowledgeable and engaged team.
Choose from:
Old world versus new world wines
A journey through Italy
Viva Espania
Everything from Portugal but port
Roses from around the world
Wines of the Western Cape
New French vs USA
New Regions of France
All boxes contain 4 x 187ml of wine.
From £45 per delivered box

Wine and food can be a match made in heaven. Our snack
packs give you an insight into food and wine pairings for any
of our wine tasting experiences.
From an additional £12

COCKTAIL MAKING
This fun cocktail masterclass arrives with beautiful
equipment that provide a lovely keep sake as well as the
ingredients to make three cocktails.
Our mixologist will help recreate three cocktails that can be
replicated easily at home as well as teaching the group some
bar tending tricks that will wow their family and friends.
Contains:
Silver shaker, measure, speed pourer and muddler
Alcohol for three cocktails
Pre-mixed cocktail syrups
Mixers
Fresh fruit

GIN TASTING
With the explosion in the gin market in recent years this
tasting suits a broad audience - who doesn’t love a G & T?
Our gin guru will cover the three main types of gin on the
market and how to pair with the perfect mixer.
Includes:
3 double measures of gin
3 Fever Tree tonics
Botanical bag
Fresh fruit

All you will need is glasses and plenty of fresh ice.

All you will need is glasses and ice.

£60 per delivered box

£45 per delivered box

WHISKY TASTING
Using 12+ year old malt whiskys and a surprising partner
chocolate you will take a journey around Scotland to learn
more about Scottish whiskys exploring more about each of
the four producing regions.
Includes:
4 double measures of 12+ year old whisky
Chocolate pairing

DELEGATE BOXES

Upgrades are also available with branded glasses, whisky
hamper, or whisky stones.

Boxes delivered to each delegate to support your virtual
meeting or conference.

£45 per delivered box

From £28 per delivered box

FOR AN INFORMAL CHAT ABOUT YOUR EVENT
PLEASE CONTACT TORIE BLYTHE-RICHARDS AT...
torie@myvc.co.uk
07762708557
01455 291838

Our delegate boxes can provide; a start the day breakfast
box, pit stop lunchbox, and evening celebration delegate
box to suit your tailored event.

@myvirtualconnoisseur
MyVirtualConnoisseur.co.uk

